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ABSTRACT
We present a robust representation of the chemical and thermal structure in the galaxy group NGC 5813 using archival, deep
X-ray observations, and employing a multi-temperature spectral model based on up to date atomic line emission databases. The
selection of our target is motivated by the fact that NGC 5813 has a very relaxed morphology, making it a promising candidate
for the study of the AGN feedback’s influence in the intra-group medium (IGrM). Our results showcase a prominent, extended
distribution of cool gas along the group’s NE-SW direction, correlating with the direction along which the supermassive black
hole in the group’s central galaxy is known to interact with the IGrM. Our analysis indicates gas being uplifted from the group’s
centre as the probable origin of the cool gas, although alternative scenarios, such as in-situ cooling can not be explicitly ruled
out. Regarding the chemical structure of the IGrM, and unlike previous findings in massive clusters, we find no evidence for
recent metal transport by jets/lobes from the central AGN. Instead, elemental abundances remain near Solar on average across
the group. The distribution of elements appears to be independent of galactocentric radius, azimuth and the thermodynamics of
the gas, suggesting that the IGrM has been efficiently mixed. The large scale uniformity of the abundance distribution implies
the presence of complex dynamical processes in NGC 5813, despite its overall relaxed morphology. Past events of extreme AGN
feedback or sloshing could be the primary mechanisms behind this.

Key words: galaxies: active - galaxies: clusters: general - galaxies: groups: individual (NGC 5813) - galaxies: individual
(NGC 5813) - X-rays: galaxies

1 INTRODUCTION

The formation and evolution of the large scale structure of the Uni-
verse is directly linked to the production and distribution of heavy
elements throughout the cosmos. This is because the same processes
that govern galaxy evolution, such as star formation and black hole
accretion, also leave a permanent imprint on the observed amount
and spatial distribution of chemical elements. As feedback from ac-
tive galactic nuclei (AGN) is believed to have played a key role in
the spread of metals in the early Universe (e.g. Werner et al. 2013;
Urban et al. 2017; Biffi et al. 2018; Mernier et al. 2018a; Gastaldello
et al. 2021), it is important to understand in more detail how this
transport of chemical elements takes place. Clusters of galaxies, and
more specifically their hot atmospheres (the so-called intracluster
medium or ICM, Mitchell et al. 1976), are commonly used to study
the interplay between AGN feedback and the chemical evolution of
the Universe, as they provide us with the opportunity to examine how
metals are distributed over large scales when dissociated from their
stellar populations. This has to do with the fact that, due to their large
gravitational potential wells, clusters of galaxies effectively retain all
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elements produced by their member galaxies (e.g. Biffi et al. 2018;
Mernier et al. 2018a).

Regarding the overall chemical composition of the hot atmo-
spheres of galaxy clusters and groups (i.e. the relative abundances
of different metals, usually expressed as X/Fe), both the ICM and
IGrM appear to be remarkably Solar throughout (e.g. Simionescu
et al. 2015; Mernier et al. 2017; Hitomi Collaboration et al. 2018;
Mernier et al. 2018c; Simionescu et al. 2019). This is in contrast to
the typically non-Solar abundance patterns of the brightest cluster
galaxy’s (BCG) stellar population. On the other hand, previous stud-
ies of the ICM have found strong evidence indicating that the spatial
distribution of metals is influenced by mechanisms, such as outflows
and jets (e.g Simionescu et al. 2008, 2009; Kirkpatrick et al. 2011;
Kirkpatrick & McNamara 2015), that are directly linked to AGN
feedback. Namely, these studies indicate an increased absolute abun-
dance (with respect to H) along the trajectories of jets and outflows
from the central AGN, inferred either via the cluster’s morphology,
or via the location of known extended radio emission. Those stud-
ies have also estimated that the amount of gas being displaced by
outflows and jets corresponds to a large fraction of the total hot gas
mass surrounding the BCG, making AGN feedback the predominant
agent in the spreading of metals from the BCG’s stellar population.
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Given the prominence of AGN feedback induced metal distribu-
tion in clusters of galaxies, it has been suggested that this mechanism
could be even more prominent in galaxy groups, considering their
shallower gravitational potentials compared to clusters and the fact
that this mechanism relies on the uplift of gas. However, studies of
the chemical evolution of the IGrM, while limited, remain incon-
clusive regarding the role of AGN feedback in galaxy groups. Some
galaxy groups such as NGC 6051 (O’Sullivan et al. 2011) and NGC
4636 (O’Sullivan et al. 2005) show clear indications of an increased
amount of Fe along the jets and lobes, while others like NGC 4325
(Laganá et al. 2015) show no evidence of a correlation between en-
hanced abundance and morphological features. More extreme cases,
such as M49 (Gendron-Marsolais et al. 2017), show a direct anti-
correlation between abundance and AGN feedback features, with a
significant under-abundance along the known radio lobes. However
such cases might be subjected to effects such as the Fe-bias (Buote
1999) since the lobes are expected to be multi-temperature in nature
(e.g. Simionescu et al. 2008).
In this paper we focus on the bright elliptical galaxy NGC 5813.

This is the central dominantmember of a subgroup, hereafter referred
to as the NGC 5813 group, with an extensive diffuse X-ray emission.
While part of the well-isolated NGC 5846 group (𝑧=0.006578; e.g.
Mahdavi et al. 2005a; Machacek et al. 2011), with a projected sepa-
ration of ∼ 740 kpc, the two show no signs of an interaction between
them. NGC 5813 itself has been assumed to be dynamically old
(Emsellem et al. 2007), with no evidence of a recent major merger
in its history, as indicated by the lack of any significant disturbances
to its dusty circumnuclear disk (Tran et al. 2001). Regarding its at-
mosphere, the NGC 5813 group has a rather well defined regular
morphology, consisting of three collinear pairs of cavities and asso-
ciated shock fronts, that are products of three distinct outburst events
in the central AGN’s history (Randall et al. 2011). Such cavities of-
ten appear as a result of AGN-ICM or IGrM interaction, with the
radio lobes, produced by the AGN, displacing the surrounding X-ray
gas (e.g. McNamara & Nulsen 2012; Barai et al. 2016; Yang et al.
2019; Gastaldello et al. 2021). It has been estimated that an energy
of 1.5 × 1056 and 4 × 1057 erg has been released by the most and
second most recent outbursts, respectively, suggesting that the most
recent outburst might still be ongoing. These features are correlated
with the group’s observed radio emission (Giacintucci et al. 2011)
and can serve as clear indicators of AGN feedback being present.
Previous studies of the group have also found moderate turbulent
velocities of ∼ 175 kms−1 and a 3D Mach number of the order of
0.4, using resonant scattering (e.g. de Plaa et al. 2012; Ogorzalek
et al. 2017), further indicating the presence of such a mechanism.
These characteristics make NGC 5813 a very promising candidate
for the study of the effects AGN feedback can have on the distribu-
tion of elements in a low-mass system. Additionally, this target has
some of the deepest Chandra data of any galaxy group and, similar
to M49, has been found to have an explicit anti-correlation between
its metal abundance and the location of its radio lobes (Randall et al.
2015). That work already suggests that this result is dependent on
the Fe-bias; employing a two-temperature fit brings the abundance
in the region of the extended radio lobes in better agreement to their
surrounding medium, although the central region appears to remain
under-enriched.
In this work, we aim to reanalyse the archival Chandra data

for NGC 5813, with two important differences compared to pre-
vious studies. First, we will use a multi-temperature spectral model
throughout, in order to map the IGrM’s metal and multi-temperature
distribution in greater spatial detail than previous work. Second, we
will use the most up to date atomic line emission models, which

Obs ID Date Obs Cleaned Exposure (ks)

5907 2005 Apr 2 49.00
9517 2008 Jun 5 100.06
12951 2011 Mar 28 74.95
12952 2011 Apr 5 144.91
12953 2011 Apr 7 32.16
13246 2011 Mar 30 45.60
13247 2011 Mar 31 36.22
13253 2011 Apr 8 119.54
13255 2011 Apr 10 43.96

Table 1. Chandra X-Ray Observations

have evolved significantly over the last years, in particular when it
comes to describing the Fe-L complex that dominates the emission
at the low temperatures corresponding to the IGrM (Gu et al. 2020;
Gastaldello et al. 2021). In Section 2 we present our initial data
analysis, focusing on data preparation and spectral model initialisa-
tion. The results of our spatially resolved spectroscopy are presented
in Section 3. We discuss our findings in Section 4, while a sum-
mary is presented in Section 5. For the purposes of this work, we
assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology (Ω𝑚 = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and
𝐻0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1) which, for the redshift of NGC 5813, cor-
responds to a scale of 0.15 kpc/”. Uncertainties are given at 68%
confidence intervals (1𝜎), unless otherwise stated. Abundances are
estimated using the Asplund et al. (2009) Solar abundance reference
tables.

2 DATA ANALYSIS

2.1 Observations and Data Reduction

The Chandra observations available for NGC 5813 are presented in
Table 1. All data were reprocessed from the level 2 event files us-
ing Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations (CIAO) software
and CALDB 4.9.6. Background flares have been removed by run-
ning CIAO’s deflare routine on the extracted lightcurves, applying a
high energy filter (7-12 keV) on each event file, and employing the
lc_clean algorithm. We note that no periods of strong flares were
found, consistent with previous studies using the same set of obser-
vations (Randall et al. 2015). Blank sky images were also generated
for each observation, using CIAO’s blanksky function. The back-
ground images have been normalized to match the 9-12 keV particle
count rate of each respective observation. As the observations have
been performed in VFAINT mode, all events flagged as a "potential
background event" have been filtered out.

2.2 Image Analysis

We merged all available observations to the same tangent point and
corrected for the exposure and background maps corresponding to
each data set. Bright sources have been identified using wavdetect
and then, in order to both avoid sampling background X-ray
sources during our spatially resolved spectral analysis and highlight
NGC 5813’s structure, they have been adequately masked. All
masked regions have been filled in using a Poisson distribution with
a mean equal to the counts of a local-background annulus, using
CIAO’s dmfilth function. The smoothed, point-source removed
image is shown in Figure 1.

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



Chemical & Thermal Structure of NGC5813 3

Figure 1. Exposure-corrected, background subtracted, 0.3-3 keV Chandra image, smoothed with a 𝜎 = 1.5” Gaussian kernel. Point sources were removed and
interpolated using a Poisson method. Contours indicate GMRT 236 MHz emission (FWHM=16.0"× 13.0", p.a. 0 deg; 1𝜎=300`Jy beam−1), spaced by a factor
of 2 starting from 0.9𝑚Jy beam−1 (radio data adopted from Giacintucci et al. (2011)). Dashed contours indicate the location of several generations of cavities,
as described in Table 4 of Randall et al. (2015)

Based on these images, we recover a structure similar to that of
previous NGC 5813 studies (e.g. Randall et al. 2015, 2011), consist-
ing of three distinct generations of cavities, appearing in pairs along
the SW-NE axis. For each cavity pair, an extended elliptical edge sur-
rounding it is evident, indicating the shock fronts produced during
each generation’s expansion phase. The recovered structure appears
to be regular, consistent with the notion of a history of "outbursts"
from the central AGN, responsible for the creation of the cavities and
their associated shock fronts, as previously postulated.

2.3 Spectral Analysis

For the purposes of our analysis, we first define spectral extraction
regions using the contour binning technique as described in Sanders
(2006). This algorithm generates spatial bins following morpholog-
ical features, such as rims or cavities, according to their surface
brightness contrast. For our mapping we chose a minimum signal-to-
noise ratio of 50, as the best compromise between spectral and spatial
resolution. A geometric constraint of 1 has also been applied to the
binning process, restricting the elongation of our regions, in favor of
obtaining a more localized view of the IGrM’s physical conditions.
Our spectra and their respective backgrounds have been extracted

usingCIAO’s pipelinewith the specextract function. The background
spectra have similarly been scaled to match the observed count rate
in the 9-12 keV band. This correction factor was calculated for each
ObsID using a box region, spanning the entirety of the field of view
(FOV). All subsequent background spectra, such as the ones ex-
tracted for individual spatial regions, have then been scaled using the
corresponding correction factors.
All of our spectra were fitted in the 0.6−3.0 keV band. The energy

range was chosen to include the Fe L-complex, which is the main
descriptor of the properties of galaxy groups, while the lower limit
was explicitly chosen to avoid calibration uncertainties around the

O edge. For our analysis we will be using XSPEC’s AtomDB 3.0.9
atomic database, unless otherwise specified, primarily applying two
models: (i) a single temperature model, consisting of an absorp-
tion component (PHABS) applied on a single thermal component
(APEC), and (ii) a double temperature component, consisting of two
distinct APEC components with a common PHABS applied to both
of them. Regarding the absorption, we have chosen a hydrogen col-
umn density fixed at the Galactic value of 𝑁𝐻 = 4.37 × 1020 cm−2

(Kalberla et al. 2005). As for the target’s redshift, we adopt a fixed
value of 𝑧 = 0.0066 for the APEC components. For the double tem-
perature model, additional conditions have been put in place, namely
coupling the abundance parameters of its two APEC components in
order to constrain the fit and initializing the temperature of the sec-
ond thermal component (cool gas) at about half of the first thermal
component’s (hot gas) temperature.

Our fitting strategy proceeds as follows: When fitting a single
temperature model, all relevant free parameters (i.e. temperature, el-
emental abundances and normalisation) are fitted at the same time.
However, for the double temperature model, due to the larger num-
ber of free parameters, it is more difficult for the fitting algorithm
to minimize all parameters simultaneously. Therefore, we choose to
minimize all free parameters gradually. Initially, we only allow the
relevant parameters of the first temperature component to vary, while
freezing the second component’s normalization (Y2), setting it to a
lower value compared to the first component’s normalisation (Y1)
(logY2Y1 ' −4), and temperature (𝑘𝑇2), which is set to 0.35 keV,
approximating a single temperature fit. Subsequently, we thaw Y2
allowing it to minimise under our temperature distribution assump-
tion. Finally we allow the 𝑘𝑇2 to vary as well. If at any point, but
more specifically during the last two fitting steps, a component’s nor-
malization or temperature was unconstrained, the region is flagged
as a single temperature one.

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



4 D. Chatzigiannakis et al.

Figure 2. Contour binned maps for the hot gas temperature (top left), cool gas temperature (top right), the normalisation ratio of the two thermal components
(bottom left) and its respective relative error (bottom right). Grey regions indicate the absence of a second thermal component and black contours indicate
GMRT 236 MHz emission, similar to Figure 1

3 SPATIALLY RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY

3.1 Spectroscopic Maps

In this section we present the results of our double temperature
spectral fitting, unless the spectrum has been flagged as a single tem-
perature one, in which case we use the single temperature fit results
instead. As expected, for the cases where the second temperature
component was not significant, the effects of the Fe-bias were also
negligible, with both models agreeing on the elemental abundance
estimates. In the following sections we will refer to the thermal com-
ponent with the highest temperature as the hot component, with the
other component as the cool one. We note that for all cases the hot
thermal component is the more significant contributor, as indicated
by its higher normalisation value compared to the respective cool
component. For the cases where only one thermal component was
found, the single thermal component is regarded as the hot one,
assuming a cool component with a normalisation of 0.
Regarding the hot temperature component, seen in Figure 2, the

IGrM shows only small variations around a mean temperature of
𝑘𝑇ℎ ' 0.78±0.08 keV, comparable to the temperature of other groups
of galaxies (e.g. Rasmussen & Ponman 2007), with the presence of a
small radial gradient. The temperature of the cool gas also does not

appear to vary significantly, with an average of 𝑘𝑇𝑐 ' 0.41±0.08 keV
based on our bins, however its spatial distribution exhibits a clear
asymmetry. The bins along the SW-NE axis, associated with the
location of the lobes, systematically exhibit a second temperature
component.
The contribution of the second thermal component in the spectra

of the bins along the SW-NE direction appears to be prominent, as
indicated by the normalisation ratio of the two components, seen
in Figure 2. The distribution indicates a large amount of cool gas
extending all the way to the intermediate cavity in the north and
almost all the way to the outer cavity in the south. Along the two
off-lobe directions on the other hand, while a prominent contribution
from the cool gas is found in the group’s centre, the ratio has a
far steeper radial decrease, approaching 0 (i.e. single temperature)
within ∼ 10 kpc. Overall, the majority of the multi-phase structure
appears to be concentrated around the inner and intermediate cavities.
However, in the north, the multi-temperature structure appears to be
turning eastwards, leading to the extensive SE feature, deviating from
the group’s cavity alignment.
Despite the strong azimuthal asymmetry in the cool gas distribu-

tion, the Fe abundances, shown in Figure 3 show no evidence of an
abundance enhancement across any direction, with the distribution

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)
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Figure 3. Contour binned maps for the overall abundance (in Solar units; left panel) and its residuals compared to a flat abundance profile set at 0.87 Z� (right).
White contours indicate GMRT 236 MHz emission, similar to Figure 1

remaining almost uniform with both radius and azimuth. Our results
indicate an average abundance, weighted by the signal-to-noise ratio
of each bin, of 𝑍 = 0.87 ± 0.36 𝑍� .The notable scatter of 0.36,
computed as the standard deviation of all values in the map, is driven
primarily by a number of low signal to noise measurements which
tend to have unusually large values. However, the overall distribution
remains consistent with a flat abundance profile when examining the
spatial abundance residuals with respect to a uniform abundance dis-
tribution set at the average value of Zexp (𝑟) = 0.87Z� . Said residuals
are calculated for every bin as:

Zres =
Z − Zexp (𝑟)

ΔZ
(1)

where Z is the measured abundance and ΔZ the statistical error on
the measurement, based on our model’s fit. The residuals deviate
from the average by less than 1𝜎 for ∼ 57% of our bins, while 79%
deviate less than 2, indicating the lack of an abundance enhancement
across the galaxy group.

3.2 Azimuthally Resolved Analysis

Despite the presence of an extended cool gas distribution, the el-
emental abundance, as indicated in the previous section, appears
to show no evidence of an enhancement. One possible explanation
of this could be the large scatter, and associated uncertainties, of
the abundance estimates of the individual bins. Another possibility
could be the fact that what we assume to be cool gas might not be
thermal in nature, but we will choose to examine this in 3.2.1. In
order to address the first point, we choose to rebin our observations
along annular sectors defined by the observed cool gas distribution.
While worsening our spatial resolution, this approach reduces the
uncertainties of our fitting output parameters. At the same time, the
azimuthal binning still allows us to directly examine the effect of the
cool gas by comparing the two lobe directions (i.e. SW and NE),
where a prominent cool gas contribution is found, with the two off-
lobe directions (SE and NW), including regions predominately found
to lack such a component.
Regarding the azimuthal binning, the four directions are chosen to

follow the edges of the observed cool gas distribution from Figure 2.
Regarding the radial binning, each annulus has been chosen to have
a thickness of at least 1.5”, in order to avoid photon leaking from

Figure 4.Map of the fit’s C-statistic difference for each bin, using the hybrid
and double temperature models (Δ(C-stat.) = C-stathybrid−C-statdouble temp.).
Blue regions indicate a smaller C-statistic value, i.e. a better fit for the hybrid
model, and vice versa for the red ones. Blue contours indicate GMRT 236
MHz emission, similar to Figure 1

nearby regions, while demanding a minimum number of 20,000
counts in the 0.6 − 3 keV range, as a means to ensure high quality
fits. In the interest of directly comparing the radial properties of the
IGrM, we force the annuli sectors in all four azimuthal directions to
have the same thickness at any given radius, which leads to some
azimuths having an excess of counts above the minimum, especially
the central ones. An example of our binning can be seen in Figure 4.
We also note that, with this binning, we choose to ignore the central
region (𝑟 < 3 kpc) containing the inner cavities, central AGN and
shock fronts. We examine this region separately in 3.2.3, opting for
a feature-driven binning instead.

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



6 D. Chatzigiannakis et al.

Figure 5. Radial profiles for the elemental abundances of Fe (top left), Mg (top right), Si (bottom left) and S (bottom right) for all 4 directions based on our
two-temperature model. The dashed line indicates Solar abundance, for the case of Fe, and a ratio of 1 with respect to Fe for the rest of the elements.

3.2.1 Nature of the Multi-Temperature Structure

One possible explanation behind the lack of an abundance enhance-
ment could be that the second component, which we have so far
assumed to be indicative of cool gas, might in fact not be thermal in
nature. As previously demonstrated, the observed directional asym-
metry in the distribution of the cool gas correlates strongly with the
direction of the group’s detected radio emission (e.g. Giacintucci
et al. 2011; Bîrzan et al. 2020), the latter implying the presence of
relativistic non-thermal electrons allowing for the possibility that the
second component is a product of non-thermal processes, such as
inverse Compton scattering, instead.
In order to test this hypothesis, we define a new model in XSPEC,

hereafter referred to as a hybrid thermal model. This consists of a
thermal component and a power-law component, instead of our pre-
viously used double temperature model, in order to simulate the non-
thermal contribution, applying an absorption component on both. If
the emission is non-thermal, the hybrid thermal model should outper-
form the double temperature one, by systematically having a smaller
goodness of fit (G.O.F.) out of the two. As both models have the
same number of 1462 degrees of freedom (D.O.F.), we can directly
compare the C-statistics of the two models. As Figure 4 indicates,
the hybrid thermal model across the two lobe directions is systemat-
ically worse than the double temperature model confirming that the
emission detected is indeed thermal in nature. The fact that the addi-
tional power-law component does not fit the data as well as a double
temperature model can be easily understood if the multi-temperature
constraints are driven by the shape of the Fe-L bump, rather than the
shape of the continuum.

3.2.2 Radial Profiles (𝑟 > 3 kpc)

Since, as we have demonstrated, an underlying cool gas distribution
is present across the IGrM, we reexamine its elemental abundance
distribution to search for weaker evidence of an abundance enhance-
ment that may have been missed in the spatial maps. In Figure 5
we present the radial profiles of Fe, and the abundance ratios of
Mg, Si and S with respect to Fe, across our four previously defined
sectors. We note that, due to our new binning scheme, we are able
to recover the abundances of Fe, Mg and Si, with a significance of
3𝜎, while S is detected at ∼ 2𝜎 in the outer bins. As found ear-
lier, the Fe abundance remains similar in all 4 directions across the
galaxy group, despite their different physical properties. More inter-
estingly, the profiles lack a radial gradient, further indicating a spatial
homogeneity across the entire group. This behaviour appears to be
contradicting what previous studies of relaxed clusters/groups (e.g.
de Plaa et al. 2017; Simionescu et al. 2009; Sun 2012; Mernier et al.
2017; Lovisari & Reiprich 2019; Gastaldello et al. 2021) have found,
with the Fe abundance exhibiting a prominent central enhancement
peak that drops towards higher radii. Regarding the rest of the ele-
mental abundances, Mg seems to indicate an increase with radius in
the NW direction but, due to the uncertainties involved, the trend can
be approximated with a constant ratio, remaining within error bars
in agreement with the other three directions. Both Si and S show no
particular trends with radius in either direction, suggesting an even
spread of said elements across NGC 5813.

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)
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Figure 6. Schematic of the central 3 kpc binning. Numbers indicate the bin
index of a given region. The dashed line shows the edges of the central region
(𝑟 = 3 kpc) while background contours indicate GMRT 236 MHz emission,
similar to Figure 1

3.2.3 Central Region (𝑟 < 3 kpc)

In the central region (𝑟 < 3 kpc), the cool gas distribution extends
across all azimuths. Therefore, instead of a directional analysis of the
elemental abundance, we instead choose to examine regions drawn
along morphological features, namely the 4 rims of the inner cavities
(bins 1-4), the two inner cavities themselves (bins 5 and 6) and finally
the surrounding atmosphere in the NW and SE directions (bins 7 and
8). The region binning for the central 3 kpc can be found in Figure 6.
We note that certain pixels inside the central region have not been

accounted for. In particular, both towards the SW and NE, we are
likely seeing ‘channels’ connecting to the intermediate generation of
cavities farther out in radius. The properties of these regions may be
expected to differ from those of the chosen bins, although the count
number is insufficient to study them independently. The central AGN
has also been masked, as to avoid any contamination in our spectra.
In Figure 7 we present the elemental abundances for the central

morphological features of NGC 5813. Overall, the central region
appears to be below Solar, with an average Fe abundance of 0.76 ±
0.11 𝑍� , further highlighting the lack of a central enhancement
peak. When it comes to the two surrounding atmosphere regions,
an abundance asymmetry is apparent, with the SE direction (bin
8) appearing metal-richer than its NW counterpart. Perhaps more
interestingly, this asymmetry, unlike the larger scale one found along
the SE-NWaxis, appears to not be related to the cavity alignment. For
the other elements (Mg, Si, S), the relative abundance with respect
to Fe remains in good agreement with the Solar composition.
Overall, the derived abundances further highlight the absence of

any abundance asymmetries across the galaxy group, indicating met-
als being very well mixed in the IGrM. The only deviation from a
such uniformity in the elemental distribution has been found in the
centre of the group, suggesting a possible scale dependence of the
elemental mixing, with the mixing taking place primarily at larger
scales. We also point out that our results remain invariant under dif-
ferent parameterisations of our models and different atomic libraries,
as can be seen in greater detail in Appendix B.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Origin of the Multi-Temperature Structure

As previously shown, the cool gas distribution indicates a strong
directional asymmetry, appearing almost exclusively in the center of
the galaxy group and along its radio lobes, where the cavities are
present. We have confirmed that this component is thermal in nature,
based on the spectral shape (seen in Figure 4). A natural follow-up
is to examine the possible origins of the cooler plasma phase. In the
following paragraphs we will discuss the two most likely scenarios
that can explain the presence of this cool gas and compare them
with its observed distribution. These scenarios are (i) clumps of gas
cooling in place (in situ cooling) due to thermal instabilities in the
IGrM, and (ii) cooling due to gas being uplifted from the group’s
centre during ’outburst’ events in NGC 5813’s history.
First we consider the in-situ cooling scenario. Previous studies

have indicated that the hot gas in the intra-cluster medium (ICM) is
capable of cooling in place via classical thermal instabilities (e.g. Hu
et al. 1985; Heckman et al. 1989; Cavagnolo et al. 2008; Rafferty
et al. 2008; Voit et al. 2008). This scenario is appealing if one con-
siders that the generations of cavities found in NGC 5813 can be an
effective way to trigger such instabilities in the IGrM (e.g. Churazov
et al. 2001; McNamara et al. 2016). Either due to the central AGN’s
outburst itself, or as a result of the cavities being pulled outwards,
fluctuations are introduced in the hot gas that, if able to grow, can
effectively cool down. Such an interpretation can explain why cool
gas is predominately found in the two lobes, around the cavities,
rather than in the less disturbed surrounding atmosphere directions,
effectively addressing the observed directional asymmetry.
One way to test whether thermal instabilities can grow large

enough to effectively induce an in-situ cooling of the hot gas, is
to compare the cooling time of the gas (𝑡cool) to its free-fall time (𝑡ff).
Numerical simulations (e.g McCourt et al. 2012; Sharma et al. 2012)
have indicated that, for cases where 𝑡cool/𝑡ff falls below ∼ 10, any
thermal instabilities introduced to the hot plasma are able to grow
non-linearly. While this is not an absolute limit, it can serve as a reli-
able indicator of in-situ cooling, considering the large uncertainties
involved in the derivation of the ratio. For our analysis we calculate
the cooling time of the hot gas component for each radial bin as:

𝑡cool =
3
2 (𝑛𝑒 + 𝑛𝑖)𝑘𝐵𝑇ℎ

𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑖Λ(𝑇) =
3𝑘𝐵𝑇ℎ
𝑛𝑒Λ(𝑇) , (2)

where 𝑛𝑒 and 𝑛𝑖 are the electron and ion number densities, assuming
that 𝑛𝑒 ∼ 𝑛𝑖 , and Λ(𝑇) is the cooling function of Schure et al. (2009)
for each bin’s abundance. The free-fall time is simply derived as:

𝑡ff =

√︄
2𝑟
𝑔

(3)

with the gravitational acceleration 𝑔 derived from the group’s pres-
sure profile as:

𝑔 = − 1
𝜌

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑟
= − 1

𝑛𝑒𝑚𝐻 `

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑟
(4)

assuming a mean atomic weight ` = 0.62. For this calculation, we
used the deprojected pressure profiles forNGC5813 already provided
by Randall et al. (2015). In Figure 8 we present the azimuthally
averaged 𝑡cool and 𝑡cool/𝑡ff radial profiles. All values of the ratio
appear to be above the ∼ 10 threshold. In the central 10 kpc, the
derived ratio is just slightly higher than 10; given uncertainties related
to azimuthal variations and the projected geometry of the source, we
cannot exclude that in reality 𝑡cool/𝑡ff may drop below the threshold
where thermal instabilities become likely. However, at larger radii,
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[b]

Figure 7. Elemental abundances of Fe (top left), Mg (top right), Si (bottom left) and S (bottom right) for each central bin based on our two-temperature model.
The dashed line indicates Solar abundance, for the case of Fe, and a ratio of 1 with respect to Fe for the rest of the lines.

𝑡cool/𝑡ff becomes much larger than 10. Therefore, the large amounts
of cool gas found leading up to the outer cavities (𝑟 ∼ 20 kpc) cannot
be explained by the in situ cooling scenario.
The second scenario we examine is the possibility that the cool

gas distribution is a product of gas being uplifted from the group’s
centre. Previous studies of clusters of galaxies (e.g. Nulsen et al.
2005; Wise et al. 2007; Simionescu et al. 2008, 2009) have indicated
that uplifting gas from a central high-pressure region to larger radii,
where the pressure is significantly lower, can be an effective way
to adiabatically cool it. Considering that our observed cool gas dis-
tribution correlates strongly with the direction of possible outflows,
as indicated both by the group’s radio emission and morphological
features, this mechanism could be present in NGC 5813 as well.
One of the conditions that should be met, as long as cooling via

uplift is adiabatic, is that the entropy of the cool gas found at larger
radii is similar to the entropy of the gas found in the centre of the
group, which is the most likely point of origin. For the purposes of
our analysis, we estimate the pseudo-entropy (𝑆) for a double-phase
gas, following Xue et al. (2004), as:

𝑆 = exp
[
𝑓 𝑛𝑒,𝑐 ln𝑆𝑐 + (1 − 𝑓 )𝑛𝑒,ℎ ln𝑆ℎ

𝑓 𝑛𝑒,𝑐 + (1 − 𝑓 )𝑛𝑒,ℎ

]
(5)

where 𝑆ℎ and 𝑆𝑐 are the pseudo entropies of the hot and cool tem-
perature components respectively, defined as:

𝑆 𝑗 =
𝑘𝑇 𝑗

𝑛
2/3
𝑒, 𝑗

. (6)

Here, 𝑘𝑇 𝑗 is the fitted projected temperature and 𝑛𝑒 𝑗
the projected

electron number density along the line of sight, for each thermal
component for a given region, and 𝑓 the volume filling factor of the

cool component. The volume filling factor is, in turn, defined as:

EM𝑐 = 𝑛2𝑒,𝑐 𝑓 or EMℎ = 𝑛2
𝑒,ℎ

(1 − 𝑓 ) (7)

using the emission-measures of the cool and hot components respec-
tively, with 𝑛𝑔,𝑖 representing each component’s gas number density.
The emission-measures, approximated as:

EM =

∫
𝑛𝑒𝑛𝐻 𝑑𝑉 ' 𝑛2𝑒𝑉 (8)

can be directly derived from each component’s spectrum normalisa-
tion. We note that we approximate 𝑛𝑒 ∼ 𝑛𝐻 , instead of 𝑛𝑒 = 1.2𝑛𝐻 ,
as, due to the uncertainties in our volume estimates, this approxima-
tion can still provide us with a reasonable estimate of the order of
magnitude. The volume derivation of each region, derived based on
its geometry, is the following. For all the regions defined in subsec-
tion 3.2 with 𝑟 > 3 kpc, including the two surrounding atmospheres
(bins 7 and 8, see Figure 6) in the central region, we assume that the
gas between the two spheres defined by the maximum and minimum
radii of the pixels in a given bin is the sole contributor to the detected
emission (e.g. Henry et al. 2004; Mahdavi et al. 2005b). As a result,
we can derive the region’s volume as

𝑉 =
2
3
𝑆𝐿 (9)

where 𝑆 is the projected region’s area and 𝐿 = 2
√︃
𝑅2max − 𝑅2min

the region’s depth. For the inner cavities, we choose to approximate
them using a spherical volume element instead, making a similar
assumption regarding the longest line of sight, assuming it is equal
to the sphere’s diameter. For the four rims, we choose to not derive
a volume estimate, due to the increased complexity and subsequent
uncertainties in approximating the volume of a filament between two
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Figure 8. Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of cooling time and cooling to free-fall time ratio. The dashed line indicates the limit, below which, thermal
instabilities are expected to grow non-linearly.

Figure 9. Radial profiles of the double-phase gas pseudo-entropy (𝑆), includ-
ing the pseudo-entropy estimates of the hot (𝑆ℎ) and cool (𝑆𝑐) gas compo-
nents. We present the values for all radial bins, including the two cavities
and central surrounding atmosphere bins. The dashed line indicates a radial
distance of 𝑟 = 3 kpc.

ellipsoids, and therefore they are excluded from our pseudo-entropy
calculations.
Our final assumption, regarding the calculation of the pseudo-
entropy, has to do with the gas thermodynamics, where we assume
that the cool and hot gas phases are in local pressure equilibrium.
This implies that

𝑛𝑒,𝑐𝑘𝑇𝑐 = 𝑛𝑒,ℎ𝑘𝑇ℎ (10)

where 𝑘𝑇𝑐 and 𝑘𝑇ℎ the temperature of the cool and hot gas respec-
tively. Combining (7) and (10), one can solve for the volume filling
factor, found to be:

𝑓 =
𝑏

1 + 𝑏
, 𝑏 =

EM𝑐

EMℎ

(
𝑘𝑇𝑐

𝑘𝑇ℎ

)2
(11)

In Figure 9 we present the radial profiles of the double-phase gas
pseudo entropy, as well as the individual pseudo-entropy profiles
for the two thermal components. The radial trends indicate a clear
overlap between the values of the pseudo-entropy of the hot gas in the
center of the group and that of the cool gas at 𝑟 ∼ 10 kpc, suggesting
that adiabatic cooling via uplift is, in principle, possible.

However, if the observed cool gas were to uplifted, the amount
of displaced gas and the energy required to do so should remain
within physically plausible limits. To check this, we measured the
total amount of cool gas found at a galactocentric radius 𝑟 > 3 kpc
by summing over each radial bin, following Simionescu et al. (2008):

𝑀𝑐 ≈ 〈𝑚𝑖〉
√︁
EM𝑐𝑉𝑐/ 𝑓𝑒𝑖 ≈ 𝑚𝑝

√︁
EM𝑐𝑉𝑐 (12)

where 〈𝑚𝑖〉 is the average ion mass per electron, 𝑚𝑝 the proton
mass, 𝑓𝑒𝑖 the electron to ion number ratio of ∼ 1, following a similar
reasoning as before, and finally EM𝑐 and 𝑉𝑐 are the emission mea-
sure and volume for the cool gas, accounting for the bin’s cool gas
volume filling factor. A similar methodology has been applied for
the estimation of the total (cool+hot) gas mass found in the group’s
central 3 kpc. As to avoid large uncertainties in the associated vol-
ume estimates, a larger binning has been implemented by regrouping
the central cavities and rims (bins 1-6 in Figure 6) into a single el-
lipsoid. While such a scheme might bias our spectral fit, given that
said regions have different physical properties, it allows us to more
accurately measure the total gas mass in the centre.
Based on our analysis, we derived a total mass for the cool (pre-

sumably uplifted) gas of 𝑀𝑐 ≈ 2 × 108 𝑀� , or ∼ 2 times the gas
mass found in the group’s centre. This amount is comparable to,
although generally smaller than, the amount of uplifted gas found
in M87 (Werner et al. 2010; Simionescu et al. 2018) and Hydra A
(Simionescu et al. 2009) with 6−9×108 𝑀� and 1.6−6.1×109 𝑀�
respectively. However, the relative value appears surprisingly high;
if the cool gas at larger radii were to originate solely from uplift, this
would imply that twice more gas is transported outwards than what is
left in the group’s central region. We also estimated the gravitational
potential energy of the cool gas, which could provide us with a rough
estimate of the energy required to displace it. Using the group’s pres-
sure profile in order to derive 𝑔, we measure the total gravitational
potential energy of the cool gas (𝑈 = 𝑀𝑐𝑔𝑟) based on the amount
of cool gas found at a given radius. We find a potential energy of
𝑈 ' 2.26 · 1057 ergs, which is comparable to the estimated energy
released by the the outburst that generated the intermediate cavities
(Randall et al. 2011). This indicates that said outburst could uplift the
observed cool gas from the centre of the group along the direction of
its lobes. The larger ratio of uplifted to central gas mass, compared
to clusters of galaxies, may reflect the ability to move larger amounts
of gas due to the group’s shallower gravitational potential well.
Overall, cooling via uplift appears to be the most likely origin of
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the cool gas in NGC 5813, as it is able to reliably explain the extent
and directionality of its distribution. However, in-situ cooling can
not be explicitly excluded, as it can still be present in the NGC 5813
group’s centre. Additional thermal processes, such as conduction,
could also be present, as a strictly adiabatic uplift would imply a
decrease in the cool gas temperature as a function of radius, where,
in our case, a small gradient in the temperature rising with radius is
found instead. This possibility can be further substantiated by the fact
that an extended H𝛼 emission has been found to be co-spatial with
the location of the inner and intermediate cavities (Randall et al.
2011). This suggests that, alongside the X-ray emitting gas, some
much cooler atomic, and possibly molecular, gas has been uplifted
from the centre as well, that could act as an effective heat sink that
cools down some of the gas in place. Such a scenario could explain
the surprisingly high mass of uplifted gas observed, as some of the
cold gas would not be originating from the centre.
It is also important to note that a double temperature model might

not be sufficient in accurately describing themulti-temperature struc-
ture of the IGrM and, therefore, its exact origin. A third temperature
component, or even a continuous distribution of temperatures might
be necessary in order to accurately describe it. Such an examination
cannot be performed due to the current instrumental limitations, but
should be further investigated when high resolution spectra become
available.

4.2 Metal Mixing

Another interesting aspect of NGC 5813’s IGrM is the overall uni-
form spread of elements observed. As previously indicated, the abun-
dances of all elements examined, namely Fe, Mg, Si and S, remain
relatively close to Solar, independent of both radius and azimuth.
However, as indicated by Figure 10, the derived abundances suggest
a much lower 𝛼-element over Fe ratio compared to the stellar abun-
dances of typical BCGs, as indicated by optical spectroscopy. For
example, a massive galaxy, such as NGC 5813, is expected to have
a Mg/Fe ratio of ∼ 1.66 and Si/Fe ratio of ∼ 1.45, corresponding to
the highest 𝜎𝑣 early-type galaxies probed by Conroy et al. (2014),
both of which remain significantly higher than our derived ratios.
The elemental abundances also appear to be independent of the

thermodynamics of the gas. As we have previously shown, there is
no apparent correlation between them and the presence of cool gas
in the IGrM. In fact, we find no correlation between the Fe abun-
dance and the cool gas content, indicated via the volume filling factor,
with a Pearson coefficient 𝜌 = 0.279. Similarly, the Fe abundance is
independent of the pseudo-entropy of the gas, with little-to-no anti-
correlation between the two variables, with a Pearson 𝜌 = −0.338,
unlike previous studies of clusters, where a correlation between the
two has previously been reported (e.g. Ghizzardi et al. 2014).
Overall, our results indicate a well-mixed IGrM, with a uniform

elemental abundance across all directions, and lacking a central en-
hancement peak, compared to many other relaxed systems (e.g. de
Plaa et al. 2017; Simionescu et al. 2009; Sun 2012; Mernier et al.
2017; Lovisari & Reiprich 2019; Gastaldello et al. 2021). This in-
dicates that the IGrM of NGC 5813 must have been very turbulent
in the past, facilitating an efficient mixing. The asymmetry in the Fe
abundance for the two central surrounding atmosphere bins (bin 7
and 8), might also indicate a scale dependence on said mechanism,
with the central 𝑟 < 3 kpc bins having not reached uniformity yet.
One mechanism that could be responsible for such mixing is the

AGN feedback itself, with its effects being magnified due to the
lower mass of the system. For example, cavities, while buoyantly
moving upstream of the uplifted gas, can generate turbulence capable

Figure 10. Elemental abundance over iron ratios as a function of iron abun-
dance, for all radial bins, including all the central bins. For Mg and Si, where
data were available, we include the stellar abundance estimates for massive
elliptical galaxies, according to Conroy et al. (2014), for high, low and average
velocity dispersion. The high velocity dispersion estimate is indicated more
prominently, as it is the likeliest case for NGC 5813.

of redistributing any elements present in said gas (Churazov et al.
2001). However, while in clusters the effect remains localised, in
less massive systems the generated turbulence could potentially grow
larger and therefore diffuse any abundance enhancement due to uplift.
Similarly, gas uplift becomes a far more efficient process, due to the
shallower potential wells of the less massive systems, moving a much
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larger fraction of the enriched central gas outwards. This means that
the central abundance peak is significantly reduced, resulting in the
hampering of the central enhancement peak, similar to what we
see in NGC 5813. Evidence of gas fallback, referring to uplifted
gas falling back to the group’s centre, can also be found in the
cool gas distribution, with the prominent SE feature and the less
prominent SW one serving as potential examples of uplifted gas
turning back towards the central galaxy in a fountain-like fashion.
These large amounts of cool gas falling back to the centre can also
create large-scale wakes with their movement through the IGrM,
further contributing to the mixing of elements.
Another possible mechanism capable of generating such large

scale turbulence in the IGrM is sloshing. If gas is displaced from
the centre of the gravitational potential well and, in the process,
gains angular momentum, it will not fall back but rather continue to
move around the system. This phenomenon is referred to as sloshing
and its presence can be identified by a series of cool fronts or sub-
structures such as spiral brightness residuals or "arcs" of enhanced
emission on opposite sides of the group, associated with the gas’
movement(Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007). As a result, due to its
scale, sloshing can be a very efficient way to distribute metals across
the entire IGrM (Simionescu et al. 2010). In relaxed clusters (e.g.
Paterno-Mahler et al. 2013; Ascasibar & Markevitch 2006; Sanders
et al. 2016) sloshing is thought to be driven by minor interactions
with subclusters outside of them.
The primary reason to speculate that sloshing may take place in

NGC 5813 has to do with the morphology of the cool gas. As we have
pointed out, both the prominent SE feature and the less prominent SW
one appear to be rotating in the same (counter-clockwise) direction.
However, the system’s overall morphology is fairly regular, with the
three generations of cavities remaining remarkably aligned, and no
signs of asymmetrically placed surface brightness edges. The lack of
said edges is interesting, since, as indicated by (Roediger et al. 2011),
some sharp morphological features should be visible, regardless of
the projection angle. Therefore, if a sloshing event is responsible
for the observed well-mixed abundance distribution, it must have
occurred a long time ago in the group’s history, so that any sharp
features in the X-ray brightness have been diffused and broken down
by instabilities by now. While this mechanism could produce large
scale turbulence, this mechanism is less likely than AGN feedback,
as it would constitute a manifestation of sloshing that is otherwise
not commonly observed.
Overall, both the uniformity of the elemental abundance observed

in NGC 5813 and the morphology of the cool gas indicate the pres-
ence of complex dynamical processes in the galaxy group, despite
what its regular morphology initially suggests.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have re-examined the properties of the IGrM for the NGC 5813
galaxy group, using archival deep Chandra observations. The main
difference in the analysis presented here, compared to previously
published work using the same data set, is that we have implemented
a double temperature model in our spectral fitting. Because inter-
actions with the AGN are known to lead to multiple temperature
components in the hot atmospheres surrounding other BCGs, this
method is critical for understanding the thermodynamical and chem-
ical structure of the gas around NGC 5813, and mitigating significant
problems related to the iron bias. We now summarise our main re-
sults that remain consistent even when different atomic libraries or

model parameterisations are used, as indicated by our analysis of the
systematic uncertainties (see section B).

- Our results indicate the presence of an extended cool gas com-
ponent with a morphology remarkably associated with the direction
of the cavities/jets of NGC 5813. The bulk of the cool gas traces
the intermediate pair of AGN-inflated cavities, while a small fraction
of it seems to be bending away from them in a counterclockwise
fashion, and possibly falling back towards the group center.
- The bulk of the cool gas is found in regions where the cooling

time to free fall time ratio of the hot atmosphere is much greater than
10, leading us to conclude that in situ thermal instabilities are unlikely
to be the main mechanism responsible for this structure. Instead,
the cool gas is most likely uplifted from the group’s centre, during
"outburst" events in the central AGN’s history. This is corroborated
by the entropy of the cool gas, that is very similar to the entropy
within the central region (<3 kpc) of the group. The total mass
of cool gas observed (2 × 108 𝑀�) is comparable to other known
examples of gas uplift, but amounts to a surprisingly high fraction
of the total gas mass within the central 3 kpc. However, the potential
energy of the cool gas (2.26 × 1057ergs) remains comparable to the
mechanical energy needed to inflate the intermediate cavities. This
suggests that gas uplift by the AGN may be remarkably efficient in
NGC 5813, although we cannot exclude the possibility that local
thermal instabilities triggered by the AGN interaction in situ may
have also contributed to further increasing the cool gas mass.
- Our abundance estimates suggest an overall uniform distribu-

tion across the galaxy group, lacking a central enhancement peak,
commonly found in relaxed systems. The elemental distribution ap-
pears to be on average Solar, independent of galactocentric radius,
azimuth, cool gas content and pseudo-entropy.
- Our results suggest that complex dynamical processes are

present in the galaxy group, as indicated by the efficient metal mixing
found, despite the group’s regular morphology.We speculate that tur-
bulence driven by the amplified effects of AGN feedback, due to the
lower mass of the system have produced the observed abundance uni-
formity. However, though less likely, a past sloshing event may have
aided this mixing, and could also be responsible for the morphol-
ogy of the cool gas plumes that seem to bend in a counterclockwise
fashion towards larger radii.

While the overall trends, or lack thereof, found in this analysis high-
light the large scale properties of NGC 5813’s IGrM, our ability to
distinguish between possible scenarios regarding the origin of the
cool gas and the dynamical processes present is primarily limited by
our resolution. Future missions, such as XRISM and Athena, due to
their higher spectral resolutions would be able to better resolve both
the cool gas distribution and dynamics, such as turbulence, allowing
for a more detailed study of the diffuse gas in galaxy groups.
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APPENDIX A: THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

In this section we present the radial profiles of the intermediate ther-
modynamic quantities used in the calculations of the pseudo-entropy
profiles, namely of the cool gas volume filling factor ( 𝑓 ) and the
electron densities of the hot (𝑛𝑒,ℎ) and cool (𝑛𝑒,𝑐) gas components,
presented in Figure A2 and Figure A1 respectively.
Regarding the cool gas volume filling factor, we observe an overall

radial decrease across all four directions, representing a radial de-
crease in the cool gas content. However, the two lobe directions (i.e.
NE and SW) retain a significant cool gas component (∼ 10% filling
factor) for longer distances than the two off-lobe directions, consis-
tent with our derived distributions. More notably, we observe two
instances where the cool gas component increases. The first occurs
in the SE direction, at a distance of ∼ 10 kpc and is most likely asso-
ciated with the extended cool gas feature, that appears to be turning
back towards the centre, seen in Figure 2. The second one occurs in
the NW direction at ∼ 4 kpc, and is evident when comparing NW’s
first radial bin to the NW central surrounding atmosphere (bin 7).
Since the latter overlaps almost entirely with our azimuthal cuts of
the NW direction, we can consider it as the 0th bin in that direction’s
radial profile. As a result, we have an almost 100% increase in the
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Figure A1. Radial profiles of the hot (left) and cool (right) gas component’s electron density for all 4 directions, including the two inner cavities and central
surrounding atmosphere bins. The dashed line indicates a radial distance of 𝑟 = 3 kpc.

Figure A2. Radial profiles of the cool gas volume filling factor (f) for all 4 di-
rections, including the two inner cavities and central surrounding atmosphere
bins. The dashed line indicates a radial distance of 𝑟 = 3 kpc.

cool gas component, from 𝑓 = 0.1 to ∼ 0.2, indicating a cool gas
injection (or pile-up) at the given scale.

APPENDIX B: SYSTEMATICS

In this section we discuss the robustness of our results, by examining
the extent to which they depend on the model parameterisation and
the atomic library used in our analysis. Regarding the parameteri-
sation of the model, we first examine the effects of the absorption
component on our results. In our main analysis, we have assumed
a fixed absorption along the line of sight, with a column density of
𝑁𝐻 = 4.37 × 1020cm2. However, X-ray absorption itself can exhibit
a spatial gradient, and there are known cases where the X-ray-fitted

Figure B1. Radial profiles of the Fe abundance for all 4 directions using a
double temperature model with a free absorption component. The dashed line
indicates Solar abundance.

column density does not match the value proposed by the LAB mea-
surements (e.g. Mernier et al. 2016; de Plaa et al. 2017). In order to
accommodate for such variations, we allow the absorption parame-
ter to assume values within the [2.185 , 8.74] × 1020cm−2 range,
representing half and double the original value used for the column
density originally. The allowed range of values is conservatively high,
illustrating the maximum uncertainties that could be introduced due
to absorption in our abundance estimates.
In Figure B1 we present the abundance radial profiles for all 4

directions using a double temperature model with a free absorption
component. It is evident, that the radial trends remain consistent with
both our previous results (see Figure 5) and a uniform distribution
of elements across all azimuths, although the abundances in the free
nH case are slightly higher than those with a fixed nH. Overall,
the persistence of a similarly well mixed IGrM across all azimuths,
further validates our initial results.

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)
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We also examine the effect of including a second thermal com-
ponent on the chemical structure of the IGrM. As previously stated,
Fe-L complex spectroscopy could be subjected to effects, such as
the Fe-bias (Buote 1999), that can impact our understanding of the
actual chemical structure of groups. Since we have argued that such
effects could explain the inconclusive literature regarding the effects
of the AGN feedback on the chemical enrichment of less massive
systems, we have reanalysed our abundance profiles ignoring the
multi-temperature structure of the gas.
In Figure B2 we present the Fe abundance across all 4 directions,

based on a single temperature model, compared to the previously
derived double temperature ones. It is evident that the Fe-bias signif-
icantly impacts the two on-lobe directions (i.e. NE and SW), where
the majority of the cool gas has been found, with their abundances
being systematically underestimated. However, the off-lobe direc-
tions (i.e. SE and NW) also appear to be impacted at distances where
a prominent cool gas contribution, such as the SE feature and the
central radial annuli, is found. By ignoring the multi-temperature
nature of the gas, the distribution of elements appears to be asym-
metric, with an increased Fe abundance across the off-lobe directions,
with a significantly metal poor centre, contradicting any notion of a
well-mixed IGrM. While, as we have pointed out, a strictly double
temperature gasmight not fully describe the actualmulti-temperature
structure, with a continuous distribution of temperatures being more
likely, completely ignoring said multi-phase structure severely im-
pacts our understanding of the impact AGN feedback has on the
chemical evolution of low mass systems.
The final source of systematic uncertainties, regarding the param-

eterisation of our models, that we choose to examine is related to the
treatment of the abundances of individual elements. In our analysis,
we have assumed that all elements, with the exception of Fe, Mg, Si
and S, had solar abundances that were not allowed to vary (Model
0). However, elements such as Ni, Ne and O, while not as prominent
as Fe, still have emission lines in the 0.6 − 3 keV spectral window
and it is therefore worth examining their impact when incorporated
in our models. For this reason, we choose to implement a variation
of our previously used model, in which the contribution of those
three elements is incorporated in the estimate of the Fe abundance,
by coupling them to it (Model 1). The remaining elemental abun-
dances are still set to a fixed ’Solar’ abundance. For the final model
variation, we choose to expand on the contribution that the rest of the
elements have on the abundance estimates by coupling all elements
heavier than B, excludingMg, Si and S, to the Fe abundance estimate
(Model 2). One can think of this model parameterisation as a proxy
to the APEC model, where a single abundance estimate is derived
while elements below C are assumed to have Solar abundances, with
the exception that the secondary contributors (i.e. Mg, Si and S) are
accounted for independently.
In Figure B3 we present the Fe abundance radial trends, as this

is the primary abundance tracer, for all 4 directions, using our pre-
viously described model variations. Our results indicate only small
deviations from our initial trends, with the majority of estimates re-
maining within the 1𝜎 uncertainties of the fiducial model presented
in the main body of the paper.
Another major source of systematic uncertainties is related to the

atomic library itself. Previous studies have indicated that discrep-
ancies in the elemental abundances can arise when different atomic
libraries are used for the spectral fitting (e.g. Mernier et al. 2018a,b,c,
2020). For this reason we choose to examine if our results, derived
using the AtomDB 3.0.9 database implemented in XSPEC, remain
consistent if the SPEXACT v3.0.6 (SPEX Atomic Code and Tables)
library is used instead. In Figure B4 and Figure B5 we present the

abundance and component normalisation ratios for all 4 directions
for a double temperature model, between AtomDB 3.0.9 and SPEX-
ACT v3.0.6. Based on our analysis, we find little to no difference
on the derived abundances, indicating the robustness of our results.
However, we do see a systematic offset in the relative contribution
of the two thermal components with SPEXACT indicating a more
prominent second temperature component, while within error bars.
The main reason behind this offset appears to be the differences in
the implementation of the emission lines in the two atomic codes,
where the under-prediction of the emissivities of certain lines within
the 0.6 − 3 keV energy band could slightly boost the strength of
the secondary thermal component without significantly affecting the
model’s derived overall abundance.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Figure B2. Fe abundance radial profiles for all 4 directions, using a single (left) and a double temperature model (right). The dashed line indicates Solar
abundance.

Figure B3. Radial Fe abundance profiles, using different model parameterisations, for each direction. The description of each model can be found in the text.
The dashed line indicates Solar abundance.
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Figure B4. Radial abundance profiles, using different atomic libraries, for each direction. The dashed line indicates Solar abundance. Error bars indicate 90%
confidence intervals.

Figure B5. Radial component normalisation ratio profiles, using different atomic libraries, for each direction.
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